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we evaluate explanations for why germany grew so quickly in the 1950s the recent literature
has emphasized convergence structural change and institutional shake up while minimizing the
importance of the postwar shock we show that this shock and its consequences were more
important than neoclassical convergence and structural change in allies slated the shipbuilding
industry for dismantling after 1945 however by 1955 west german shipbuilders had regained
their place among the world leaders in this industry this study traces the reconstruction through
the labyrinth of cold war diplomacy foreign aid programs and west german politics west german
economy 1945 1955 german studies series hardcover january 9 1991 this concise overview of
the german economic miracle of the post world war two reconstruction years argues that the
german ecoonomy was in a far healthier position at the end of the war than previously thought
and that the preconditions for growth a abstract with its first five year plan which provided
detailed numerical goals for all sectors of the economy and labor for the years 1951 1955 the
gdr aligned itself with the soviet rhythm of the planned economy at its core was the massive
expansion of heavy industry in this groundbreaking study jonathan wiesen explores how west
german business leaders remade and marketed their public image between 1945 and 1955 he
challenges assumptions that west germans and industrialists in particular were silent about the
recent past during the years of denazification and reconstruction in the association is open to
anyone interested in german studies applications for personal membership should be sent to
dean gerald a fetz gsa secretary treasurer dean college of arts and sciences university of
montana missoula mt 59812 usa annual dues are us 55 for north american residents and us 65
for residents of other locations published in association with the german historical institute
washington d c based on careful intensive research in primary sources many of these essays bre
west german industry and the challenge of the nazi past 1945 1955 review harold james
holocaust and genocide studies oxford university press volume 18 number 1 spring 2004 pp 108
110 review view citation additional information in lieu of an abstract here is a brief excerpt of
the content american policy and the reconstruction of west germany 1945 1955 jeffry m
diefendorf axel frohn hermann josef rupieper cambridge university press 1993 history 537 pages
the west german economy 1945 1955 german studies series this updated paperback edition
describes west german economic policy from the late 1940s to the present this concise overview
of the german economic miracle of the post world war two reconstruction years argues that the
german economy was in a far healthier position at the unequal re education schooling and
democracy in west germany 1945 1955 may 2 2023 oriane badre on march 6th the institute for
european studies was pleased to host historian phillip wagner a visiting scholar from the
university of halle who studies modern german and european history 14 higgs and the unions in
west germany a study of hicog s labor policy toward deutscher gewerksschaftsbund dgb 1949
1952 michael fichter 15 us military occupation grass roots democracy and local german
government rebecca boehling 16 german democratization as conservative restabilization the
impact of american policy diethelm prowe 17 it focuses on how west german industrialists
whitewashed their participation in nazi crimes during the ten years after the war 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
9 references prowe diethelm january 2002 west german industry and the challenge of the nazi
past 1945 1955 german history german studies a research guide german history a research
guide focussed on german language resources print and online available from the cornell
university library url guides library cornell edu german studies overview reference sources
periodical indexes german literature primary texts sites the e c ra branch pursued a policy of
indirect reform of german schools and universities in the american controlled lander 4 this
indirect reform of german schools began to be seriously challenged late in 1946 after release of
the report of the special u s educational mission which surveyed e s ra efforts in the american
zone 1955 on january 25th the soviet union declares the end of war with germany on may 4th
the sudeten german council is founded in munich its purpose is to represent the political
interests such as the requests for return of repossessed property of sudeten germans living in
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germany as germany s post war economy revived this led to further tensions between an
increasingly prosperous and self confident west germany and the continued interference of the
allied powers particularly the usa who had their own cold war oxford university press homepage
some 2 500 studies were produced and organized into nine series ethint series a record of 80
interviews with high ranking german officers conducted immediately after the war a series
transcribed oral interviews of selected german officers held as prisoners of war b series
narrative histories of units on the western front events may 15 rhineland palatinate state
election 1955 june 24 july 5 5th berlin international film festival july 2 tierpark berlin opened july
15 september 18 documenta 1 in kassel august 11 1955 altensteig mid air collision september
20 treaty on relations between the ussr and the gdr
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understanding west german economic growth in the 1950s springer Mar 26 2024 we evaluate
explanations for why germany grew so quickly in the 1950s the recent literature has
emphasized convergence structural change and institutional shake up while minimizing the
importance of the postwar shock we show that this shock and its consequences were more
important than neoclassical convergence and structural change in
the west german economy 1945 1955 german studies series d g Feb 25 2024 allies
slated the shipbuilding industry for dismantling after 1945 however by 1955 west german
shipbuilders had regained their place among the world leaders in this industry this study traces
the reconstruction through the labyrinth of cold war diplomacy foreign aid programs and west
german politics
west german economy 1945 1955 german studies series Jan 24 2024 west german
economy 1945 1955 german studies series hardcover january 9 1991 this concise overview of
the german economic miracle of the post world war two reconstruction years argues that the
german ecoonomy was in a far healthier position at the end of the war than previously thought
and that the preconditions for growth a
the five year plan for 1951 1955 1950 german history in Dec 23 2023 abstract with its
first five year plan which provided detailed numerical goals for all sectors of the economy and
labor for the years 1951 1955 the gdr aligned itself with the soviet rhythm of the planned
economy at its core was the massive expansion of heavy industry
west german industry and the challenge of the nazi past 1945 Nov 22 2023 in this
groundbreaking study jonathan wiesen explores how west german business leaders remade and
marketed their public image between 1945 and 1955 he challenges assumptions that west
germans and industrialists in particular were silent about the recent past during the years of
denazification and reconstruction
german studies review jstor Oct 21 2023 in the association is open to anyone interested in
german studies applications for personal membership should be sent to dean gerald a fetz gsa
secretary treasurer dean college of arts and sciences university of montana missoula mt 59812
usa annual dues are us 55 for north american residents and us 65 for residents of other
locations
coping with the nazi past west german debates on jstor Sep 20 2023 published in association
with the german historical institute washington d c based on careful intensive research in
primary sources many of these essays bre
project muse west german industry and the challenge of the Aug 19 2023 west german
industry and the challenge of the nazi past 1945 1955 review harold james holocaust and
genocide studies oxford university press volume 18 number 1 spring 2004 pp 108 110 review
view citation additional information in lieu of an abstract here is a brief excerpt of the content
american policy and the reconstruction of west germany 1945 1955 Jul 18 2023 american policy
and the reconstruction of west germany 1945 1955 jeffry m diefendorf axel frohn hermann josef
rupieper cambridge university press 1993 history 537 pages
the west german economy 1945 1955 german studies series Jun 17 2023 the west
german economy 1945 1955 german studies series this updated paperback edition describes
west german economic policy from the late 1940s to the present this concise overview of the
german economic miracle of the post world war two reconstruction years argues that the
german economy was in a far healthier position at the
unequal re education schooling and democracy in west germany May 16 2023 unequal re
education schooling and democracy in west germany 1945 1955 may 2 2023 oriane badre on
march 6th the institute for european studies was pleased to host historian phillip wagner a
visiting scholar from the university of halle who studies modern german and european history
american policy and the reconstruction of west germany 1945 1955 Apr 15 2023 14 higgs and
the unions in west germany a study of hicog s labor policy toward deutscher
gewerksschaftsbund dgb 1949 1952 michael fichter 15 us military occupation grass roots
democracy and local german government rebecca boehling 16 german democratization as
conservative restabilization the impact of american policy diethelm prowe 17
west german industry and the challenge of the nazi past Mar 14 2023 it focuses on how west
german industrialists whitewashed their participation in nazi crimes during the ten years after
the war 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 references prowe diethelm january 2002 west german industry and the
challenge of the nazi past 1945 1955
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libguides german studies a research guide german history Feb 13 2023 german history german
studies a research guide german history a research guide focussed on german language
resources print and online available from the cornell university library url guides library cornell
edu german studies overview reference sources periodical indexes german literature primary
texts sites
occupied germany 1945 1955 jstor Jan 12 2023 the e c ra branch pursued a policy of indirect
reform of german schools and universities in the american controlled lander 4 this indirect
reform of german schools began to be seriously challenged late in 1946 after release of the
report of the special u s educational mission which surveyed e s ra efforts in the american zone
1955 1959 multicultural germany project uc berkeley Dec 11 2022 1955 on january 25th the
soviet union declares the end of war with germany on may 4th the sudeten german council is
founded in munich its purpose is to represent the political interests such as the requests for
return of repossessed property of sudeten germans living in germany
the west german economy 1945 1955 german studies series pdf Nov 10 2022 as
germany s post war economy revived this led to further tensions between an increasingly
prosperous and self confident west germany and the continued interference of the allied powers
particularly the usa who had their own cold war
oxford university press homepage Oct 09 2022 oxford university press homepage
us army foreign military studies 1945 1961 Sep 08 2022 some 2 500 studies were produced and
organized into nine series ethint series a record of 80 interviews with high ranking german
officers conducted immediately after the war a series transcribed oral interviews of selected
german officers held as prisoners of war b series narrative histories of units on the western front
1955 in germany wikipedia Aug 07 2022 events may 15 rhineland palatinate state election 1955
june 24 july 5 5th berlin international film festival july 2 tierpark berlin opened july 15 september
18 documenta 1 in kassel august 11 1955 altensteig mid air collision september 20 treaty on
relations between the ussr and the gdr
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